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February 3rd, 2014
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE

Washington, D.C. 20549
Re:

File No. S7-09-13

JOBS Act Proposed Rule, Crowdfunding
Ladies and Gentlemen:

City First Enterprises appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Commission's Proposing Release to
implement Title III of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act) (the "Proposing Release"). We
appreciate the Securities and Exchange Commission issuing the Proposing Releasing for Regulation
Crowdfunding, a significant step toward creating this new and equitable source of capital.

As stated in our comment on the regulatory rulemaking submitted onJuly 4th, 2013, we believe Regulation
Crowdfunding holds great promise to create jobs and investment in communities where capital is needed
most. Our primary goal in offering comment is to ensure that this powerful new tool benefits community
development and neighborhood enterprises while vigorously protecting investors and market integrity. We
think Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) will have a unique role in responsibly connecting
mission investors with high-mission-impact investment opportunities in their communities.
Below, we describe several recommendations for the Regulation Crowdfunding Final Rules to increase the
viability of capital formation for community development finance while assuring investor protections and
maintaining a fair and orderly market. We offer these comments from the perspective of a Community
Development Financial Institution with two decades of history working to improve the justice and fairness of
the financial system, with particular focus on increasing economic and social opportunity for people and
neighborhoods that for far too long have been disinvested or ignored by many traditional financial
institutions and products. We believe Regulation Crowdfunding has great potential for positive impact in the
neighborhoods we serve, but also danger if not managed appropriately. We appreciate the balance the SEC
seeks to accomplish between supporting additional capital formation, and protecting investors and creating
a fair and orderly market.

Currently, inadequate access to capital for community development finance is a major impediment to the
creation of more jobs and greater impact in underserved communities around the United States. In 2011,

CDFIs reported an unmet demand by credit-worthy enterprises ofover $800 million.1 At the same time, there
are few efficient ways for small-dollar mission investors to invest in community enterprises. Regulation
Crowdfunding represents a significant solution to this problem.

City First Enterprises believes that crowdfunded capital raised through the issuance of debt securities, co-lent
alongside CDFI dollars, can fill critical financing gaps that often prevent high-impact mission transactions
from coming together. CDFIs - located in every part of the country, rural and urban, with specializations
ranging from nonprofits to small businesses to affordable housing - will link mission investors to community
development enterprises needing capital all across the country. The result will be a significant new
marketplace for responsibly channeling capital that generates neighborhood jobs and economic
development at scale.
Upon review of the Proposing Release, we believe one particular barrier has the capacity severely to limit the
raising of mission capital via Regulation Crowdfunding. It was an approach we did not anticipate the SEC

taking and thus did not address in our earlier comments of July 4, 2013. The treatment of all Funding Portals
as "issuers" of a Regulation Crowdfunding security within the meaning of Section 4A(c)(3) of the Securities

Act of 19332 has the potential to greatly reduce the community capital formation impact of Regulation
Crowdfunding, obstructing the ability of Regulation Crowdfunding to fulfill the JOBS Act legislative intent of
job creation and economic growth. We appreciate the importance of investor protection and recognize that

Portal liability will serve that purpose, but we write to express our disagreement with the SEC's preliminary
conclusion that all intermediaries should be treated as issuers for liability purposes, and to offer a better
resolution.

We believe that other strong investor protection mechanisms can be instituted in accordance with

Congressional intent without the unintended consequence of placing the costs of crowdfunded capital

beyond the reach of community enterprises in underserved communities. We also write in support of the
Portal mechanism, created by the Jobs Act, which was designed to operate in a more restrictive space than
Broker Dealers and to bear less liability. However, in case the SEC were to continue to treat all intermediaries

as issuers, we also put forward two actions the SEC could take that we believe could reduce the capital-

impeding implications of liability for certain Funding Portals. We propose either utilizing a 'safe harbor' for a
particular subset of Funding Portals that offer enhanced investor protections described further in this letter,
or a presumption that Funding Portals that satisfy the obligations under Section 4A(a) and under the rules of
Regulation Crowdfunding have met their duty of reasonable care.
Our suggestions are motivated by our belief that there is an important opportunity to balance responsibly
crowdfunded capital formation in disinvested communities with strong investor protections. As such, we

1Oolan,Cathy. CDFI Bond: Opportunity of a Decade. Rep. 2nd ed. Vol. 23. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, 2011. Community
Investments. Page 29

1"Section 4A(c}(3) defines, for purposes oftheliability provisions ofSection 4A, an issuer as including 'any person who offers orsells the
security in such offering.' On the basis of this definition, it appears likely that intermediaries, including funding portals, would be considered
issuers for purposes of this liability provision." Proposing Release at 280.

write with a proposal including stronger investor protections than required in the JOBSAct, utilizing CDFIs as

co-lenders, and creating an opportunity to responsibly crowdfund capital while introducing a safe and
efficient marketplace for investors.
I.

Exclude Funding Portals from Issuer Liability

The Proposing Release identifies the intermediaries, including Funding Portals, as issuers of a crowdfunded
security, using the Section 4A(c)(3) definition of an issuer as "any person who offers or sells the security in

such offering." The Proposing Release makes clear that, as a consequence, an intermediary faces liability for
any untrue statement of a material fact or omission to state a material fact by the issuer, unless it can sustain
the burden of proof that it did not know, and in the exercise of reasonable care could not have known, of the
untruth or omission. We believe that this liability imposes significant burdens on Funding Portals, places
them at a disadvantage vis a vis Broker Dealers, and was not intended by the JOBS Act. On the other hand,
we also recognize the importance of the Funding Portal's role in hosting high-quality offerings, and
understand the SEC's concern that Funding Portals not host issuers who pose inappropriate, inefficient, or
unsafe offerings to investors. However, we are concerned that the current rule will make it difficult for

Funding Portals to achieve their purpose of aggregating investment opportunities and allowing investors to
access them, particularly with regard to traditionally underinvested communities with otherwise viable jobgenerating and community-strengthening projects.

Potential liability for material misstatements or omissions by an issuer would lead to significant costs for
Funding Portals - and ones not anticipated by most commenters. Under the SEC's Proposing Release, a Portal
would need to demonstrate affirmative "due diligence" efforts as a defense to an investor suit for a material
misstatement or omission by the issuer of the securities appearing on the Funding Portal's site. Because
Funding Portals operating under Title III will present only small offerings of less than one million dollars, the
cost to conduct an extensive review of each offering would be high relative to the small offering size. These
due diligence costs would make it challenging for portals to post offerings that could not support fees large
enough to cover the costs, limiting the number of potential investment opportunities and shrinking the
amount of capital made available through crowdfunding. This in turn would diminish the job creation sought
by the legislation.

This level of liability on the Funding Portal especially would threaten the viability of crowdfunding for mission
investments that will typically yield small return for investors, leaving little margin for Funding Portals to
cover their operating costs. Our analysis, as well as experience underwriting community development
finance transactions, demonstrates that the cost of underwriting would be substantial. In order to ascertain
the absence of material misstatements or omissions in the offering, a Funding Portal would need to
undertake a significant number of detailed steps for each issuance. In most cases, the Funding Portal would
be obliged to undertake this level of due diligence for each issuance regardless whether the issuance is
successful and yields fees. These direct and indirect costs on the Funding Portals would, by necessity, be
passed on to issuers in the form of larger fees, making the cost of capital higher for community enterprises
that already suffer from a lack of access to affordable sources of financing. Therefore, it is likely that

crowdfunding sites will become less attractive for entities looking to access affordable capital for community
development.

Those entities, the direct issuers of crowdfunded securities, will already meet significant and appropriate
compliance burdens. In its Proposed Rules, the SECestimates that the upfront costs to an issuer seeking
between $100,000 and $500,000 would be between $21,810 and $24,710 (consisting of SEC registration,
Form C filing, production of required Financial Statements, criminal and compliance background checks, and
the filing of Form CU for Progress Updates), which does not include the issuer's substantial costs of sales,
marketing, and staff time. For each additional subsequent year following completion of an offering, the SEC

estimates that reporting and compliance costswill amount to $18,350.3 In the case of an issuance of above
$500,000, these annual costs would be substantially higher with the estimated cost of $28,700 for audited
financials alone. These costs do not include the fee to the Funding Portal. The addition of the Portal due
diligence requirement will add another cost for issuers, as Funding Portals will need to pass on their costs to
issuers in the form of larger fees.

We write because the duties and obligations imposed on Funding Portals, coupled with the costs that issuers
will be passing along to investors, are so burdensome for the activities of a mission-driven Funding Portal
that they may dramatically curtail the important opportunities a well designed mission Portal can support in
communities that desperately need mission capital. The community development finance issuances
envisioned in our proposal will be low-yield debt, with the goal of allowing community development
enterprises to utilize the loans from mission-motivated individuals who are willing to accept relatively low
interest rates in exchange for mission impact. Community enterprises will face great difficulty passing on the
cost of Funding Portal due diligence to mission investors who will stand to see only modest returns. These
additional costs, along with the already substantial burdens on issuers, will render the Crowdfunding Act
dramatically less usable for community development finance and present a significant access to capital
concern. We consider this a serious concern in the implementation of the legislative intent of the JOBS Act.
Not only will Funding Portals face what can be prohibitive costs if they are forced through liability to police
entities issuing securities, they will also be far less able to compete with Broker Dealers. While the SEC

expressed concern over preserving the competitiveness of Funding Portals, the statutory burden imposed on
Funding Portals by the due diligence requirement creates an uneven marketplace with Broker Dealers. In the
request for comments, Item 120 of the Proposed Rules the SEC states, "We do not intend to create a
regulatory imbalance that would unduly favor either brokers or funding portals. Are there steps we should

take to ensure that we do not create a regulatory imbalance?"4 However, in the footnote to this question the
SEC notes that,

"A registered broker could nonetheless have a competitive advantage to the extent it would be able
to provide a wider range of services than a registered funding portal could provide in connection with
This requirement for updated annual financial statements represents a highly burdensome cost for issuers that is not required by the
statute. We strongly urge the SEC not to impose this cost via the rules.

4Crowdfunding, Release No. 33-9470 (Oct. 5, 2013} (78 FR 66427], page 66460.

crowdfunding transactions made in reliance on Section 4(a)(6). Unlike a funding portal, a registered
broker-dealer could make recommendations, engage in solicitations and handle investor funds and
securities. In addition, a registered broker-dealer, but not a funding portal, could potentially facilitate
a secondary market for securities sold pursuant to Section 4(a)(6). See Exchange Act Section 3(a)(80)

[15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(80)] (providing that a funding portal may act as an intermediary solely in securities
transactions effected pursuant to Securities Act Section 4(a)(6), which are offerings by issuers and not

resales)."5
When imposing this level of due diligence and liability on the Funding Portal, the Proposed Rules create a
market wherein Funding Portals take on a level of obligation that is in many respects equal to that of a
Broker Dealer, but do not garner the advantages available to a Broker Dealer, including the ability to solicit
investment or customize services by providing investment advice. This will leave Funding Portals with fewer
sources of revenue but similar due diligence costs and liability. This competitive disadvantage means that
Funding Portals will be operating in a higher-risk and higher-cost environment with an impaired ability to
further the capital formation goals of the JOBS Act.
In our view, Congress, in passing the JOBS Act, did not intend for Funding Portals to take on the role of

issuers. Section 4A(a) of the Securities Act describes the obligations of the intermediaries in Crowdfunding
transactions, and Section 4A(b) describes the obligations of the issuers. Section 4A(c) contains a definition of

"issuer" for liability purposes that specifically pulls in the entity issuing the securities (i.e. the issuer described
in Section 4A(b)) and certain controlling persons of the issuer, and any person who offers or sells the
security. Notably, however, the statute does not explicitly include Section 4A(a) intermediaries. Congress
could have explicitly included Section 4A(a) intermediaries, but did not do so.
We believe that the last phrase of the definition - "any person who offers or sells the security" -should be

read to include persons who actively seek to create interest in the securities, such as compensated

promoters. Funding Portals will not actively seek to create interest in any particular security. We believe that
issuer liability is not necessarily appropriate where the intermediary is not touting an issuer's securities (and
in fact is not permitted to offer investment advice or recommendations) and is not underwriting the offering
in any way. We particularly believe this liability is not appropriate when, as in our proposal, the intermediary
embodies multiple, strict additional assurances that it is protecting investors and the marketplace from
inappropriate distortions or abuse, and is accomplishing important public purposes of supporting jobs and
economic health in distressed neighborhoods.
Funding Portals generally will function very much like the Wall Street Journal does when it publishes a

tombstone ad. In that case, the newspaper is not engaging in an "offer" but is merely a conduit through
which securities are offered by an issuer and underwriter. The fact that the funding portal is required to
undertake certain affirmative, well-defined obligations set forth in the statute does not change the role
simply as a medium (analogous to a newspaper) in communicating the issuer's offer.

The obligations of intermediaries are explicitly identified in Title III. Section 4A(a) sets forth explicit
requirements that Congress imposed on intermediaries, and undertaking due diligence on offering materials
is not one of them. We appreciate that the SEC seeks to add a layer of investor protection and enhance the
quality of Crowdfunding offerings by imposing liability on Funding Portals. However, we believe that it is
possible to maintain this goal without characterizing the Funding Portal as an issuer. Section 4A(a)(5) and
proposed Rule 301(c)(2) provide specific requirements on intermediaries to take measures to reduce the risk

of fraud, including denying an issuer access to its platform if it "believes that the issuer or the offering
presents the potential for fraud or otherwise raises concerns regarding investor protection." This represents
a significant burden already and is very broad. In our opinion, this also illustrates that, had Congress wanted
to impose liability for misstatements and omission, it could have done so more directly and explicitly. In fact,
this explicit directive appears duplicative and unnecessary if Congress intended for Portals to have issuer
liability. It is notable also that the standard here is whether the offering presents "the potential for fraud" 
therefore, it appears that Congress did not intend to impose on Funding Portals the duty to ferret out

individual false or misleading statements, but instead to make a judgment as to whether an offering presents
"potential" fraud based on explicit directives. We agree with the concern that Portals should undertake
significant efforts to protect against fraud or threats to investors, and appreciate the SEC's efforts in that
regard. But we believe a comprehensive definition of all Portals as issuers is inappropriate.
For the reasons above ask the SECto reconsider its designation of the newly created Funding Portal

intermediary as an issuer, held liable to the same requirements as the direct issuers in a Crowdfunding
offering. We encourage the enhancement of investor protection through the Section 4A(a)(5) and proposed
Rule 301(c)(2) requirement that portals act as gatekeepers where there are concerns about potential fraud
or investor protection, and ask that the SECconsider the negative impact of blanket issuer liability on a

Funding Portal's ability to provide access to affordable capital for community development enterprises.
II.

Develop a 'safe harbor' for Community Development Finance Co-Lenders

If the Commission were to continue to take the view that all intermediaries are "issuers" for liability

purposes, we ask the Commission to develop a safe harbor for Funding Portals that exhibit a supplementary
set of investor protections, specifically involving investment opportunities in which CDFIs have invested their
own funds - a "CDFI Jobs Portal" - which is described at length in CFE's previous Letter of Comment,

submitted onJuly 4th' 2013. In a transaction satisfying the requirements set forth below, we request that the
CDFI Jobs Portal be (i) deemed to have satisfied the burden of proof under (c)(2)(B), creating a safe harbor, or
(ii) not be deemed to be an issuer for purposes of Sec. 4A(c). The community development finance sector
deeply shares the aims of the SEC of protecting investors and facilitating markets, as we seek both to
enhance investor protection and facilitate capital investment in long-underserved markets.
Regulation Crowdfunding presents the opportunity to raise funds from interested individual investors.

Issuers will be most likely to use this opportunity if the cost of capital available through Regulation
Crowdfunding is lower than other competitive funds. Enterprises with positive community impact will be
able to utilize this Regulation Crowdfunding as a way to raise funds from mission-driven investors and fulfill

the legislative intent of stimulating job creation and economic growth.
6

CDFIs have vast experience and an impressive track record in vetting and financing credit-worthy community
development enterprises, and we believe that their expertise can and should be allowed to serve as both a
protection for mission investors, and a means to ensure that mission enterprises offering low-yield debt have
access to affordable capital through crowdfunding.
Requirements of CDFI Jobs Portals

CDFI Jobs Portals must be operated or controlled by entities that meet each of three criteria: they must be (i)
federally regulated financial institutions, (ii) publiccharities, and (Hi) certified Community Development
Financial Institutions.6
•

Federally Regulated Financial Institution Requirement: Each CDFI Jobs Portal will be subject to
supplementary and independent regulatory oversight by a federal banking regulator, ensuring
safety and soundness as well as financial stability of the operating entity.

•

Public Charity Requirement: Each entity operating a CDFI Jobs Portal must also be a tax-exempt
charitable organization, and thus accountable to the Internal Revenue Service for pursuing
charitable impact.

•

Certified CDFI Requirement: Each entity operating a CDFI Jobs Portals must be certified as a
Community Development Financial Institution by the U.S. Treasury Department's CDFI Fund,
which only certifies entities with a primary focus on and a proven track record in community
development finance.

Investor Protection Requirements Implemented by CDFIJobs Portals

CDFI Jobs Portals will implement a series of strong investor protections that would not be required of other
funding portals.
•

Sophisticated CDFI Co-Investor Requirement: In order to post an offering on a CDFI Jobs Portal, an
issuer must have attracted a co-investment from a qualified CDFI in the same transaction.

CDFI Co-Investor Performance Standards Requirement: To qualify as a participating co-investor on
a CDFI Jobs Portal, CDFIs must meet high performance standards including such factors as loan
loss rates, reserves, and capitalization.
•

Issuer First-Loss Requirement: Each issuer must invest or put at risk its own resources in order to

be eligible for a crowdfunding investment through a CDFI Jobs Portal.

Low-Return Debt Requirement: Offerings on CDFI Jobs Portals will be restricted to low-yield debt
securities, thereby eliminating the "get-rich-quick" temptation some investors may have and

s

The number of Federally Regulated 501(c)(3) Certified CDFIs is quite small, so the SEC would not need to be concerned with a large
marketplace of CFDI Jobs Portals to oversee. As a result, the regulatory burden of overseeing COFI Jobs Portals will be minimal.

attracting investors who are motivated more by mission impact of the offering than by any

potential outsized financial return.7
•

Privacy Protection Requirement: Like all crowdfunding portals, CDFI Jobs Portals will collect

sensitive personal financial information. Because CDFI Jobs Portals must be controlled by
regulated financial institutions, they will be subject to Gramm-Leach-Bliley privacy rules, thereby
easily meeting the privacy protection mandate in the Crowdfunding Act.
Permission for CDFI Jobs Portals

We believe this series of requirements, taken together, creates an investor protection regime stronger than
that required under the Crowdfunding Act. Specifically, we recommend that the SEC:
•

Consider a CDFI Jobs Portal to have satisfied the burden of proof under (c)(2)(B), creating a safe
harbor; or

•

Wot be deemed an issuer.

a) Relevant Precedent for Exemptive Relief
Since their inception, the federal securities laws and the SEC have provided broad exemptions for public

charities and benevolent organizations because they serve the public interest.8 These broad exemptions
make it simpler for individuals to invest for the public good. They also make it easier and less costly for
resource-limited charitable enterprises to access capital for mission impact. This proposal enables the SECto
apply to the Title III rulemaking its long-standing recognition of the unique nature of offerings that serve the
public interest.

A. Proposed Investor Protections: Stronger Protections That Will Not Inhibit Mission Investor
Participation

The proposed solution involves introducing strong investor protections administered by a specific type of
crowdfunding portal, referred to as a CDFI Jobs Portal, through which mission investors can co-invest in CDFIfunded projects and businesses. Crowdfunded debt securities co-invested alongside CDFIs through CDFI Jobs

Portals will typically fill financing gaps, which frequently prevent CDFI transactions from coming together.9
1.

CDFI Jobs Portal: Investor Protections Overview

In seeking to reduce barriers to mission investors, a central objective of our proposal is to supplement the
relaxation of these protections with a series of alternative investor protections that are more stringent than
those required by law but that do not present barriers for mission capital formation. The table below outlines
the investor protections extended through the CDFI Jobs Portal and compares them to the proposed rules for
standard portals.

7Offering annual interest rates no higher than5%.
8Securities Actof 1933, Section 3(a)(4).
' Using CDFI Jobs Portals, crowdfunding investors could also potentially lend directly to CDFIs, so long asthe CDFI-issuer itself has been
invested (and underwritten by) a separate qualified CDFI. In this case, crowdfunded capital would most typically be on-lent to the CDFIissuer's low-income community borrowers.

B.The CDFI Jobs Portal: Investor Protections Detail
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As summarized above, the CDFI Jobs Portal solution contains a number of supplementary investor

protections that go beyond those required in the law. This section details each.
1. CDFI Co-Investor "Skin in the Game" Requirement

Every transaction posted on a CDFI Jobs Portal must have a co-investment ("skin in the game") from a CDFI.
The co-investment structure, which was also proposed in the report resulting from the Milken Institute's
2012 crowdfunding roundtable, "would allow the crowdfunded businesses and crowdfunding investors to
benefit from the due diligence and management expertise of sophisticated investors," helping ensure

11

legitimacy of issuers and the soundness of investment.12
The SEC has also cited the participation of a sophisticated financial intermediary as a source of protection
against fraud. Most recently, this compelling reasoning appeared in the text introducing the proposed rule
that would eliminate the ban on general solicitation in offerings under Rule 506 of Regulations D and in Rule
144A offerings. In suggesting that instances of fraud would be less likely in the case of generally solicited
144A offerings, the proposing release noted:
"We expect that there would be fewer occurrences of general solicitation facilitated fraud in Rule

144A offerings, as compared to Rule 506(c) transactions.... Rule 144A offerings always include a

While participating broker dealers will be subject to Gramm-Leach-Bliley rules (GIB), and while the SEC may find GLBa valuable standard
for enforcing Title Ill's privacy protection mandate, it is not clear that any approximation of this pre-established and separately enforced
standard could be applied effectively to otherwise unregulated funding portals.

11 See Appendix A, Rule XX01 (b)(ii)(C). Notethat the qualified CDFI co-investment is not inthe same crowdfunded security, but does
support the same transaction. This co-investment may be a bank loan or credit facility or securities that are offered in a registered offering
or pursuant to an exemption from registration such as Section 4(a)(2) or Regulation D.

12 Gorftne, Daniel S., Bradley Belt, andChris Brummer. "Crowdfunding: Promoting the Promise andMinimizing the Peril." Milken Institute.,
Aug. 2012. Web. Page 6. See also Gorfine, Daniel S., and Chris Brummer. "Crowdfunding: The Next Big Thing" The Milken Institute Review.
First Quarter, 2013. Which urges the SEC to "consider a 'green-light' model that reduces the regulatory burden on portal-based transactions
that couple the crowd with accredited investors" including CDFIs. Page 71.

financial intermediary. The due diligence conducted by these intermediaries is an additionallayer of

protection againstfraud."13,14
2. CDFI Co-Investor Performance Standards Requirement

As a further measure to ensure investment soundness, the co-investing CDFIs themselves would be required
to meet high performance standards (loan loss rates, reserves, capitalization). These standards would be
established and enforced by the CDFI Jobs Portal, ensuring that only financially strong CDFI co-investors are

able to participate.15 In a sector with very low loss rates, participation would be limited such that any poor
loan performance outliers or the rare at-risk institution would be excluded.
CDFI sector expertise, combined with these co-investor quality control standards, provides substantial
assurance that issuers will not be fraudulent enterprises. Beyond simply weeding out fraud, the standards
also will enhance the likelihood that issuances are of good quality, with a higher likelihood of repayment, as
they will have been competently reviewed by stable CDFI co-investors with strong track records.
3. Requirement of Issuer First-Loss Co-Investment
In addition to the requirement of a qualifying CDFI co-investor, each issuer must also invest or put at risk its
own resources in order to be eligible for a crowdfunding investment through a CDFI Jobs Portal. This issuer

"skin-in-the-game" will be equity or equity-equivalent resources that serve as "first-loss" funds in the event

ofdefault.16 The CDFI Jobs Portal will be responsible for affirming (with the assistance of the CDFI co
investor) that issuer resources have been committed before an offering can post on the site.
4. Low-Return Debt: Emphasizing Charitable Nature of Investment, Removing Enticement of High Returns
Securities offered on the CDFI Jobs Portal will be restricted to low-yield debt investments, attracting

investors who are motivated more by the mission impact ofthe offering than by anyhigh financial return.17
Before investing, each investor will also be required to affirm a simple, easy-to-read statement

13 In this report, theSEC stafffurther states: "Also, Rule 144A investors are generally large institutions, which are betterable to identify
fraudulent activities than smaller institutions and retail investors." "SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 17 CFR PARTS 230 and 239

(Release No. 33-9354; File No. 57-07-12] RIN 3235-AL34 ELIMINATING THE PROHIBITION AGAINST GENERAL SOLICITATION AND GENERAL
ADVERTISING IN RULE 506 AND RULE 144A OFFERINGS." Securities and Exchange Commission, 27 Aug. 2012. Web. Page S3.

14 While many CDFIs are smaller institutions, it isbroadly recognized inthe banking sector thatinthe case of community development
finance, these smaller, community-based financial intermediaries better perform the thorough due diligence necessary for investment
success because of their deep knowledge of local markets and market players and close ties to the community. Recognition of this
expertise is a primary reason that the banking industry is the largest investor in the CDFI sector, providing roughly 40% of the sector's
capital. Larger banks find that CDFIs can more effectively and reliably provide this type of smaller scale, less-systematized finance than can
larger institutions.

15 See Appendix A, Rule XX01 (b)(i)(A)&(B).
16 See Appendix A,Rule XX01 (b)(i)(C).
17The limitation of theseofferings to debt securities will likely beattractive to issuers onCDFI Jobs Portals. Small businesses in low-income
communities, most of which have never offered equity securities before, would likely not find appealing the ongoing costs of offering
equity. In particular, it has also been noted that the complexities and costs of ongoing services and reporting to large numbers of equity
investors as well as related compliance costs will be difficult to manage and/or generally unappealing for small businesses unaccustomed to

this work. See Graham, Stephen M. "The JOBS Act Represents An Important Step in the Right Direction." Fenwick &West LLP, 2012. Web.
Graham notes that "the administrative costs involved in managing hundreds of shareholders could be significant." Page 1. In addition,
nonprofit organizations, which constitute a large portion of CDFI borrowers, are non-stock corporations that are unable to offer equity to
investors.
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acknowledging that they are making a mission investment that offers below-market rates of return and that

all funds are atrisk ofloss.18 The rate-of-return limitation,19 restriction to debt, and acknowledgement of
mission investment help make clear the non-profit-maximizing, mission-impact nature of the investment.
Further, to the extent the "get-rich-quick" temptation is one aspect of securities investing that leads
investors to take on greater risk than perhaps they can afford, these mechanisms are intended as a form of
investor protection dissuading investors from any inclination to take on significant exposure through CDFI
Jobs Portals for the sake of prospective financial return.
5. Regulated Financial Institution Requirement

Senator Merkley's Statement for the Record references federally regulated, 501(c)(3) CDFIs.20 The proposed
rule requires that CDFI Jobs Portals be controlled or operated by such entities: regulated financial institutions
that are also both public charities and certified CDFIs. The requirement that the entity be controlled or
operated by a federal banking agency will help ensure investor privacy protection as well as successful
execution of the investor protections summarized above. Relevant federal financial institution regulators
include the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve Board, and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. These regulators, also known as "federal banking agencies" regulate national banks,
state-chartered banks, bank holding companies, and credit unions. These regulators also oversee any
501(c)(3) CDFI affiliates their regulated financial institutions may control.
The requirement of an additional regulator beyond the SEC is not to regulate CDFI Jobs Portals for securities
law compliance, as this is the role of the SEC (and FINRA). Rather, it is intended as an additional and
important layer of oversight to ensure the stability and responsibility of CDFI Jobs Portals and the institutions
that operate them. These regulators regularly and thoroughly review financial institutions for financial
strength and stability as well as operational and reputational risk, inter alia. This additional non-securities
regulatory oversight helps ensure that operators of CDFI Jobs Portals are well established and responsible
financial enterprises.

These regulators ensure strong and responsible financial management and will manage CDFI Jobs Portals
with high standards of quality control. They will likely focus on ensuring that CDFI Jobs Portals work with
responsible issuers and co-investing CDFIs. Furthermore, since status as a regulated financial institution is

difficult to attain, it ensures 'fly-by-night,'21 and high-risk enterprises will not be able to operate CDFI Jobs
Portals. From the SEC's regulatory cost perspective, this provision also effectively restricts the number of

13 This statement, inaddition to the requirement asprescribed in Title III thateach investor "positively affirms thatthe investor
understands that the investor is risking the loss of the entire investment, and that the investor could bear such a loss" as reflected in
Securities Act of 1933, Section 4A(a)(4)(B).

19 We propose that the maximum annual rate of return of5%.
20 Senator JeffMerkley (OR). "Crowdfunding." Congressional Record 158:113 (26 July 2012) page SS474.
21 In early conversations inwhich we suggested all CDFIs be able to operate "low-barrier to entry" crowdfunding portals, it waspointed out
in conversations with policy makers that a bad actor could theoretically operate as a legitimate mission lender for several months in order
to attain CDFI status, with a long-term intent to defraud investors. While this would be conceivable for the attainment of CDFI certification,
the standard for becoming a federally regulated financial institution is much higher. Such a scheme would not be possible in the context of
the proposed financial institution requirement for operating CDFI Jobs Portals. Furthermore, because CDFI Jobs Portals would have higher
standards for participating CDFI co-investors than the standard for becoming a CDFI (see item 2 in this Section), the portals would
effectively weed-out any potential bad actors.
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entities that can operate a CDFI Jobs Portal, limiting the number of portals subject to this special SEC rule
while opening the market up to broad participation in the CDFI sector through CDFI co-investing.
There is also strong precedent for the SEC providing exemptive relief to regulated financial institutions in the
distinct but related context of securities issued by these entities. Section 3(a)(5)(A) of the Securities Act of

1933 exempts from regulation "any security issued (A) by a savings and loan association...cooperative
bank...or similar institution, which is supervised and examined by State or Federal authority having
supervision over any such association." While these financial institutions are not issuers when operating CDFI
Jobs Portals, we believe that the long-standing precedent in federal securities law recognizing the unique

role and supplementary supervision of regulated financial institutions as supportive justification for
exemptive relief from securities regulation is relevant in this context.

The requirement that CDFI Jobs Portals be subject to regulation by federal banking agencies also helps to
ensure strong privacy protection for its investors. Federally regulated financial institutions are governed by
Gramm-Leach-Bliley privacy rules, and these privacy protection rules would also apply to any funding portal
they control. As a result of this fact, CDFI Jobs Portals will be legally bound to protect the confidentiality of
customer data and additional federal banking regulator oversight will ensure that they do so. The

Crowdfunding Act's requirement that the SEC develop and enforce privacy requirements for funding portals22
should be comfortably met by this standard.
6.

Public Charity Requirement

As mentioned above, federal securities law and the SEC have long supported the exemption of charities from
many aspects of securities regulation. Since its inception, the SEC has provided broad exemptions for public
charities and benevolent organizations because they serve the public interest. The intent of these
exemptions is both to make it easier for the broader public to invest for the public good and also to make it

less costly for entities serving the public good - which typically lack the resources to engage in the securities
registration process - to access capital. The proposed CDFI Jobs Portal rules are designed to apply this wellestablished exemptive charitable precedent to the crowdfunding rulemaking now before the Commission.

The proposed rules require that CDFI Job Portals be operated orcontrolled by public charities.23 As501(c)(3)
public charities, operators of CDFI Jobs Portals will be legally bound to pursue charitable purposes, providing
an additional layer of assurance of charitable activity as well as accountability to the IRS for achieving

charitable purpose. Federal securities law and the SEC have an established history of accommodating

securities regimes that responsibly achieve charitable purpose goals.24 While a CDFI Jobs Portal would not be
the direct issuer, in purpose and design the proposal is consistent with Congress's exemptive intent for
charitable purposes.

22 Securities Actof 1933, Section 4A(a)(9).
23 SeeAppendix A,DEFINITIONS, (b)(ii).
24 Section 3(a)(4) ofthe Securities Act of 1933 outlines theexemption from registration for "(a)ny security issued bya person organized and
operated exclusively for religious, education, benevolent, fraternal, charitable, or reformatory purposes and not for the pecuniary profit,
and no part of the net earnings of which injures to the benefit of any person, private stockholder, or individual."
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In addition, we contemplate that a substantial portion of co-investors and issuers of these crowdfunded

securities will be public charities as well. While not all issuers would be public charities, all will have positive
community impact either directly through their work or indirectly through their community impact, as all will
have been co-funded by federally accredited CDFI mission investors and approved for posting based on their
charitable impact by the public charity CDFI Jobs Portal.
It is important to note that neither the Securities Act of 1933 nor the Philanthropy Protection Act of 1995

provides any exemption for public charities from the anti-fraud provisions.25 The CDFI Jobs Portal will be
subject to the same anti-fraud provisions.
7. Cost Benefit Analysis of Regulatory Change

We encourage the SEC to review City First Enterprises' Letter of Comment from July 4th, 2013 in order to
include the estimated economic impact of enabling this type of mission-driven community development
financing via Regulation Crowdfunding. We believe these economic benefits would be significantly reduced
should the Funding Portal be subject to the liabilities and costs currently outlined in the Proposed Rules.
III. Safe Harbor for Fulfilled Obligations Under Statute
Should the SEC determine that it must impute issuer liability to all Funding Portals and cannot create a

distinct exemption for a non-profit CDFI Jobs Portal focused on mission-driven debt for the purpose of
community development, we believe it would be appropriate to create a safe harbor providing that an
intermediary that satisfies its obligations under Section 4A(a) and under the rules under Regulation
Crowdfunding that apply to intermediaries will be presumed to have satisfied the burden of proof under
Section 4A(c)(2)(B) that it did not know, and in the exercise of reasonable care, could not have known of an
untruth or omission. This safe harbor would cabin the potential liability to which the mission-oriented
Funding Portal is exposed, as well as provide the valuable guidance in order for a Funding Portal to develop
its internal policies and processes to be certain they are complying with the final rules, while providing
significant investor protection.
IV. Conclusion

Lack of sufficient capital is a primary impediment to job creation in low-income communities. Access to

crowdfunded capital from mission investors through CDFI Jobs Portals would allow CDFIs to channel

substantially more capital towards job creation in these disinvested communities. We write in support of a
solution that would facilitate the deployment of mission investor dollars towards job creation in low-income
communities through the unrivaled capacities and proven impact of CDFIs, while providing very robust
investor protections and promoting an orderly market.

15 For further details on public charities and securities regulation, weencourage the rulemaking staffto read "Securities Regulation of
Fundraising Activities of Religious and Other Nonprofit Organizations." Horner, Timothy L. and Makens, Hugh H., Stetson Law Review,
(1996).
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We commend the SEC for taking the next step of proposing rules to implement this new tool for smaller

enterprises to finance their operations and growth through the support of a community of funders while
continuing vigorous protection of investors. We believe this has the opportunity to create a new source of
mission capital across the United States, promoting considerable economic growth and a more efficient
market for individual funders seeking to align their investments with their values.
The SEC's rulemaking will be critical in determining the extent to which the legislation achieves its objective
of creating jobs while protecting investors. We urge the SECto reconsider imposing liability on Funding
Portals, or additional costs or burdens on issuers not required by the statute, and we ask the SECcarefully

and explicitly to consider the mission-driven investment space to ensure that the implementation of Title III
serves all communities. We strongly encourage that the law's core intended outcome of job creation be
responsibly inclusive of the underinvested, low-income communities where unemployment is high and jobs
are needed most. At the same time, like the SEC, we want to ensure that investors, including especially those

in the vulnerable communities CDFIs serve, are protected.
We ask the SECto adopt our proposed CDFI Jobs Portal rules, which will enhance both investor protection
and mission capital formation. CDFIs are uniquely well positioned responsibly to channel crowdfunded
investment toward the socially valuable purpose of creating jobs in areas that need it most. To make possible

implementing rules that encourage greater mission investor participation, CDFI Jobs Portals and their
participants will be subject to a series of new investor protections that are more stringent than those
required by law but that do not present barriers for mission capital formation. In adopting the proposals we
have outlined, the SEC will ensure that the crowdfunding rules reflect its own longstanding policy of
providing responsible exemptive relief in service of the public interest.
In his Statement for the Record, JOBS Act co-author, Senator Merkley encouraged the SEC staff developing

the regulations to consult with the Treasury Department's CDFI Fund.26 We also encourage the Commission
to again contact and discuss the proposed rules and their alternatives with the CDFI Fund, which can provide

insight on CDFI sector performance, scale, capital needs, and expertise in channeling capital to underinvested
communities.

Thank you for your consideration. If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, or would
like to contact us, please do not hesitate to do so at info@cfenterprises.org or (202) 745-4486.

John Hamilton

President, City First Enterprises

26 Senator Jeff Merkley (OR). "Crowdfunding." Congressional Record 158:113 (July 26,2012) page S5474.
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